**“The Eagle Has Landed” scorecard**

Student’s name: _____________________

Week of: _________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>On Time</th>
<th>Late</th>
<th>Absent</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday: | ![Eagle](Eagle.png) | ![Eagle](Eagle2.png) | ![Eagle3.png] | Why? ____________  
Goal: ____________  |
| Tuesday: | ![Eagle](Eagle.png) | ![Eagle2.png] | ![Eagle3.png] | Why? ____________  
Goal: ____________  |
| Wednesday: | ![Eagle](Eagle.png) | ![Eagle2.png] | ![Eagle3.png] | Why? ____________  
Goal: ____________  |
| Thursday: | ![Eagle](Eagle.png) | ![Eagle2.png] | ![Eagle3.png] | Why? ____________  
Goal: ____________  |
| Friday: | ![Eagle](Eagle.png) | ![Eagle2.png] | ![Eagle3.png] | Why? ____________  
Goal: ____________  |

Totals: ________  ________  ________  ________

Student Signature: _______________________________

Parent Signature: ________________________________